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The capital of Europe affected is in pain and Saint Egidio Expresses solidarity 
For victims and work for peace

Paris, Washington DC, Brussels, 23.03.2016, 01:11 Time

USPA NEWS - "Today two terrible attacks hit Brussels, capital of Belgium and the heart of Europe, causing many casualties.
Terrorism continues its mad race towards the horror, killing innocents. The capital of Europe affected, is in pain and we express
solidarity for victims. Remain united and work for peace"

A double blast occurred about 8 am in the big departures hall of Zaventem airport. At 9 h 11, another took place near metro called
“Maelbeek“� Parliament. he "disaster plan" was launched. Traffic blocked in the Belgian capital for all public transport were stopes.
The toll was heavy, with 34 dead and numerous seriously wounded. The Belgian parquet confirmed it is a terrorrist
act.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Belgian TV (RTBF) specifies that a firearm "kalachnikof" was found in the odds of a presumed assailant in Maleenbeck metro
station. The European district, which is nearby to the Metro station was also closed.-------------------------------------------
SAINT EGIDIO EXPRESSES SOLIDARITY WITH THE BELGIAN PEOPLE AND VICTIMS OF THE BOMB ATTACK
Today two terrible attacks hit Brussels, capital of Belgium and the heart of Europe, causing many casualties. Terrorism continues its
mad race towards the horror, killing innocent people and shedding blood. In these moments of grief, the first thoughts go to the victims,
the wounded and their families, and hit so hard hit by the suicidal folly of terrorists.
After Paris, Beirut, Bamako, Ouagadougou, Grand-Bassam, Istanbul, Tunis and many other cities, it is the turn of the capital of
Europe, which embodies the unity and peace hopes. Terror wants to hurt the living together and the dream of uniting the countries and
peoples. She wants to pollute the social atmosphere, instill fear, cause us to react in violent logic that feed hatred and separation. Do
not give in to this project. Remain united. Only the union, those that had dreamed of the founding fathers of Europe can preserve our
life and our future.
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